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NYS MATRIX Photo Specs

Photos




Matrix can hold a maximum of 36 photos per listing
For maximum quality, photos should be at least 1024x768 pixels in size
If a photo is uploaded in a different resolution ratio (than 4:3), Matrix will auto‐fit by
adding padding (white space) to either the top and bottom or the left and right sides
of the photo.

You can also edit the images to 1024x768 by changing the Px dimensions to 1024x768 with a
DPI of around 90.… editing software may automatically reduce the DPI if it is very large.
Editing Photos
When editing a listing (in Add/Edit after selecting a listing to Edit), go to the "Manage Photos"
screen. Here you may upload multiple photos at once by holding the Ctrl (Option) key down
when clicking on the filenames. To change the order of your photos once uploaded, drag by the
grey title bar. There’s an option in the bottom left hand corner to add a Description when
adding/editing a photo. Click on any image to view its Details
Photograph Upload Certification
Each time a user uploads one or more photographs to Matrix, they will be agreeing to the
PHOTOGRAPH UPLOAD CERTIFICATION disclaimer text* now displayed in a scrollable textbox
just below the image(s) being uploaded and above the Certify and Save button. Different
sections of the agreement apply to different users whether they are a real estate professional,
assistant, staff and/or professional photographer.
Matrix will log when an individual uploads photograph(s).
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